Radiogram - Phonosuper, radiogram, SK55

Object: Radiogram

Place of origin: Taunus (manufactured)

Date: 1963 (designed)

Artist/Maker: Rams, Dieter, born 1932 (designer)
Gugelot, Hans, born 1920 - died 1965 (designer)
Braun AG (manufacturer)

Materials and Techniques: Metal, wood and acrylic plastic

Museum number: W.51-1978

Gallery location: In Storage

Descriptive line

Model SK55; German 1956 des. D.Rams and H.Gugelot man. Braun

Physical description

Record player with lid

Dimensions

Height: 24 cm, Width: 58 cm, Depth: 29 cm

Museum number

W.51-1978

Object history note

Purchased in 1978 from Barry Mazur [78/672].

URL

http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O168285/phonosuper-radiogram-sk55-radiogram-rams-dieter/